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lessons
learned
n Be prepared
for painstaking
data collection
throughout
a project to
maintain a 4D
model.
n 4D BIM models
require skill with
authoring tools
and knowledge
of advanced
scheduling tools.
n They can guard
against schedule
overrides and
logic flaws.

techniques that we use to visualize and analyze project
delays within a 4D model are not yet fully automated
in the off-the-shelf 4D modeling software that is currently available,” he notes. “Consequently, many of
these techniques must be performed manually or with
customized software. In addition, the use of 4D models
as demonstrative aids and trial graphics in dispute-resolution proceedings has been met with reluctance by
some parties who are unfamiliar with the tool.”
Shawn Pressley, a construction scheduling and technology executive with IT consultancy Envision, would
agree that plenty of contractors are skeptical, largely
because of the costs involved and whether the complexity of the project demands the investment.
“Will it work? Yes, 100%. But you have to get a [Revit or BIM tool] license. You will also need to have a
scheduler who understands what the project is” and
who can assure all the logic ties for every activity are
well documented. Those files can become costly to
manage, he adds. “For instance, if you’re working on
a steel model and tracking attributes to every piece of
steel, in every steel bolt or its curves, that takes a lot of
processing power to show that movie rendering.”
Though they still are an investment, 4D BIM tool
prices have come way down compared with 10 or 15

years ago, adds Andy Ness, a construction attorney and
partner with the firm Jones Day. Ness recalls spending
between $150,000 to $200,000 in the mid-1990s to
produce a forensic animation on a complicated case
involving an industrial plant with some $30 million
in dispute. But the client knew there was no way a jury
would understand what happened without it.
“Now you can do it for $40,000 or $50,000, so you
have to keep it in proportion to how much is in dispute,” he says. “It’s a compelling way to tell a story—if
you’ve got a good story to tell. What people are finding
is that the 4D BIM models are being produced as part
of the [project] layouts. It’s especially useful on a big
project that’s spread out where you can see how the
critical path jumped around and shifted.”
So the decision to invest in 4D BIM is always in proportion to how much is in dispute or at risk. “If you’re
trying to tell the story of what happened on D-Day in
France in 1944, you could use lists of ships, maps and
armies to explain it,” Ness says. “Or you could show the
first half hour of the movie ‘Saving Private Ryan.’”
Adds Coyne: “Widespread implementation doesn’t
happen overnight. I’m confident that it’s only a matter of time before 4D modeling gains acceptance as a
mainstream tool used for delay claims.” n

